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1.

INTRODUCTION

In 2009, approximately 72% of the oil produced and 29% of the total energy consumed in US
was accounted for by the transportation sector (1). While the average fuel economy of vehicles
has increased from 11.9 miles/gallon to 17.4 miles/gallon between 1973 and 2000, the fuel
economy of heavy trucks has only increased from 5.5 to 6.2 in the same time period. In addition,
the average annual mileage of heavy trucks has increased from about 15,370 to 25,254 miles
during this time. Therefore, as the costs of energy resources continue to rise due to these
increases in demand, and the public is becoming more environmentally conscientious, and the
interest in improving vehicle fuel economy has escalated. While numerous factors such as
vehicle aerodynamics and engine efficiency influence overall energy efficiency, one mechanism
that dissipates energy inefficiently is in the contact between the tire and the pavement. This loss
is often quantified by the rolling resistance, and it is also affected by the properties of the road
pavement.
The main objective of this work was to objectively investigate the influence of pavement type
(i.e., asphalt and concrete) on the rolling resistance of vehicle tires by reviewing existing
literature. Therefore, it was important to research the influence of specific pavement properties
such as stiffness and surface geometry on rolling resistance. This work also summarizes and
evaluates the existing methods used to measure the rolling resistance, and quantifies the
influence of the properties. A recommendation is made based on the existing literature and its
limitations.
1.1

Definition of Rolling Resistance

Rolling resistance is the force required to keep an object such as a wheel or tire moving (2). At a
constant speed, the rolling resistance force is equal to the traction force between the road and tire
(Figure 1.1(a)). The torque turning the tire then balances with the moment or torque created by
the traction force. Forces contributing to the rolling resistance include friction losses at the
rolling interface due to slip, friction in the bearings (internal), aerodynamic drag (there is not
universal consensus that this should be considered part of rolling resistance), and hysteretic
losses due to deformation of the rubber. An ideal rigid cylinder or wheel rolling with no slip
against a perfectly smooth, level and rigid surface would have no rolling resistance. Rolling
resistance is neither equivalent nor proportional to the friction between the tire and the road.
Rather, rolling resistance is due primarily to hysteretic losses from deformations induced on the
wheel or tire by the pavement. The hysteretic losses are due to the fluctuating stresses and
strains induced in the tire during rolling as the tread comes in and out of contact, as shown in
Figure 1.1(b). Some losses can occur due to deformation of pavement surface but are generally
negligible except for unbound roadway surfaces. Rolling resistance is sometimes referred to as
rolling friction, but this is not the same physical mechanism as sliding or solid against solid
friction. The rolling resistance coefficient is determined by dividing rolling resistance by normal
load.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1.1 Schematic of the (a) Forces Affecting a Tire Interacting with a Road and (b)
Example Stress and Displacements Inside a Loaded and Torqued Tire via Finite Element
Analysis (3)
2.

FACTORS THAT AFFECT ROLLING RESISTANCE

Factors that affect the rolling resistance include air drag, properties and material composition of
the wheel or tire, the tire’s geometry, the road composition, and the roughness of both the tire
and the road. Most research on rolling resistance tends to explore these factors independently,
which diminishes the understanding of the relative magnitudes of the effects associated with
each factor. Rolling resistance studies are affected by other experimental variables such as air
temperature, vehicle speed, and tire-inflation pressure. Beuving (4) provides an illustration of
the effects of vehicle speed on fuel consumption due to these factors. At 30 mph, rolling
8
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resistance consumes approximately 50% of the total energy used by the vehicle while internal
friction uses 25% and air drag consumes the other 25% (4). At 60 mph, however, rolling
resistance consumes only 30% of the total vehicle energy while internal friction uses 20% and air
drag consumes 50%. Increasing the vehicle velocity to 70 mph reduces the impact of rolling
resistance to 20% of vehicle energy consumption (4).
3. THE EFFECT OF PAVEMENT PROPERTIES ON ROLLING RESISTANCE
A literature review identified approximately 20 publications that investigated the effect of
pavements on rolling resistance. A summary of the findings of each is given in Table 3.1, and
the findings are also discussed in detail in the following sections. These studies evaluated the
effects of such properties as pavement stiffness, smoothness, and pavement texture.
Surface texture and unevenness create vibrations in the tires and suspension. Energy is lost in
these vibrations because the shock absorbers and the tires to absorb this energy, thus improving
passenger comfort and reducing vehicle vibrations. Therefore, surface texture influences fuel
consumption by inducing these vibrations. Micro texture affects the energy lost due to wear and
small scale contact on the tires. Evenness affects the wear and energy loss mostly in the shock
absorbers(5). The conventions for defining the different scales of pavement roughness are
discussed in section 3.2.
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Table 3.1 Summary of Papers Addressing the Effect of Pavement on Rolling Resistance
Ref.
#

Experimental or
Theoretical
Methodology

Other
Losses

Other
Important
Factors

(4)

Analysis of
previous
experimental
work

--

Roughness influences FC by
up to 10%; no difference
between asphalt and
concrete

Drag and
driveline

--

(6)

Experimental
coast down
method

--

Both constant and speedrelated RR coefficients
affected by roughness for
cars; only the constant RR
coefficient affected by
roughness for trucks

Lower RR
results in
lower FC

Drag and
gradient

--

(7)

Used both coastdown and steady
state torque
tests

--

24% difference between
smooth and rough surfaces

--

Drag and
gradient

--

(8)

Theoretical

--

--

Can effect FC
by up to 30%

--

Contact
pressure
between
road and tire

(9)

Hydraulic bench
test, hub sensor
on track, fuel
consumption on
road
Experimental
dynamometer
and track

Short
wavelength
roughness
(1-2 m)

Up to 50% increase in RR
from 1.5 mm increase in
roughness

Shocks

Road
alignment

--

5.3% increase in the
laboratory test and 8%
difference in the road test

Lower RR
results in
better FC
improvements
up to 6%
--

--

(11)

Towed trailer
method

Megatexture

Surface condition can affect
RR by 47%

Max. fuel
savings of 9%

--

Road noise
increases
with
roughness
Temperature
and velocity

(12)

Theoretical

Road
gradient

Tire load and
temperature

Experimental
coast-down
method and fuel
consumption
An experiment
determined the
rolling resistance
of four different
surfaces

Equations provided. For
trucks the RR could increase
by as much as 50% due to
roughness
Increasing IRI from 60 to 120
resulted in 1.8% increase in
RR at 30 mph and 6% at 55
mph
Smoother road results in
lower RR

FC effected by
RR up to 7%

(13)

Roughness,
macro and
megatexture.
--

Factor 0f 0.18
(i.e., 22% RR
increase = 4%
FC increase)
RR must be
reduced by 67% to reduce
FC by 1%

Stiffness

Lack of data
for load, tire
type, vehicle
type, etc.
Surface
texture,
softness or
loose
material

(10)

(14)

Most
Influential
Texture
Scale

Macrotexture and
evenness

Change in Resistance (RR)
or Fuel Consumption (FC)
from Roughness

10

Rolling
Resistance
(RR) and Fuel
Consumption
(FC) Relation
10% change in
RR accounts
for a 3-4%
change in FC

--
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Ref.
#

Experimental or
Theoretical
Methodology

Most
Influential
Texture
Scale

Change in Resistance (RR)
or Fuel Consumption (FC)
from Roughness

(15)

Road Tests on
the NCAT test
track
Reviewed
previous
experimental
results
Experimented
with a hydraulic
bench and on a
track

--

Increased roughness has
resulted in higher fuel
consumption of test trucks
--

--

(18)

Theoretical

(19)

Rolling
Resistance
(RR) and Fuel
Consumption
(FC) Relation

Other
Losses

Other
Important
Factors

--

Vehicle wear

--

--

Tire noise

Lower roughness results in
better FC

--

Shocks

Road
alignment

--

10% from poor to good
pavement finish

Tire,
shocks

Velocity

Experimental
using fuel
consumption

Mega and
macrotexture

--

--

(20)

Experimental
fuel consumption
on a track

--

--

Theoretical

--

Fatigue
failures
of
vehicles
Tire,
shocks

--

(21)

(22)

Falling weight
deflectometer
and towed trailer

--

10x increase in IRI increases
FC by 2 to 16%. 10x
increase in megatexture
increases FC by 8 to 14%;
increase in macrotexture
(MPD) from 0.3-3 increases
FC by 2 to 21%.
Increasing road roughness
increased FC by 4.5%;
rehabilitation used to
reduce roughness
Increasing roughness by
26.7% increases RR by
38.7%
A 0.5 mm increase in mean
profile depth results in a
10% increase in RR

Both improve
w/ less
roughness
%FC/%RR
ratio is 0.25

(23)

Experimental,
focusing mostly
on the tire.

--

(24)

Tested the
responses wrt
rolling resistance
by changes in
velocity, tire
type, and size

--

(16)

(17)

Megatexture

Suggests that RR of very soft
surfaces (dirt, sand) could
be twice that of hard
pavements surfaces
(concrete, asphalt)
--
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--

Velocity

--

Road
stiffness

--

--

--

Tire
composition

--

Drag and
shocks

Velocity, tire
type, tire
pressure,
and tire size
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3.1

Pavement Surface Geometrical Profile

Several key pavement characteristics that affect vehicle performance are related to surface
geometries, more commonly referred to as texture and roughness.
In pavement engineering, surface geometries are classified by wavelength scales (Table 3.2).
Some researchers have used different terms for describing pavement profiles. The smallest scale
is termed “microtexture,” which applies to wavelengths less than 0.5 mm. Microtexture deals
with the texture of aggregate particles on the pavement surface and is a primary characteristic
that affects skid resistance (5). Wavelengths in the range of 0.5 to 50 mm in the surface
geometry are considered “macrotexture” (19, 25). This is the general surface relief of the
pavement that is visible to the naked eye. Macrotexture is primarily controlled by the aggregate
gradation of the surface layer for asphalt pavements (Figures 3.1) and by texturing methods for
concrete pavement, such as tining or brooming. Additionally, research at the NCAT Pavement
Test Track has shown that increasing the percent passing the #8 sieve will decrease the overall
macrotexture of a pavement at the time of construction (Figure 3.1). Macrotexture affects tirepavement noise and skid resistance, particularly in wet weather.
Table 3.2 Conventional Definitions of the Different Scales of Pavement Surface Geometries
(25)

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the Effect of Aggregate on Different Scales of Texture (25)
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Figure 3.2 Effects of Aggregate Gradation on Macrotexture
A common method to quantify the surface roughness in the study of machine friction and wear
for manufactured machine parts is the standard deviation of the profile heights, also known as the
root mean square (RMS) roughness (26). However, the RMS roughness can vary significantly
based on the sample length or size of the area being considered. Therefore, researchers have
more recently used Fourier Transform and Fractal techniques to characterize the structure of
roughness over many different scales (27, 28). A surface can be characterized over multiple
scales by transferring it into the frequency domain and using a spectrum.
Fractal analysis of surfaces is now being applied in the area of autonomous vehicle control (29),
which suggests that it may also be applicable to pavements (30-37). Sayles and Thomas (36)
suggest the existence of a common fractal structure over many different types and scales of
surfaces, including paved roads and tracks.
Surface geometries with wavelengths above 50 mm, often referred to as large-scale roughness,
have a greater influence on rolling resistance. Profile wavelengths between 50 and 500 mm are
considered megatexture. Megatexture affects rolling resistance by creating vibration inputs in
the tire and suspension system. Descornet (11) concluded that megatexture was the main factor
in rolling resistance and could affect fuel usage by up to 9%. Macrotexture and megatexture can
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be quantified using the Mean Profile Depth, which is defined as the average profile depth of two
halves of a surface within a given baseline (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Schematic of How the Mean Profile Depth is Calculated (25)

Pavement roughness, typically with wavelengths greater than 0.5 m, is generally cited as the
profile characteristic having the greatest influence on rolling resistance because this range causes
impacts or gross deformation of the tire and shocks that induce vibrations and hysteresis losses
(Figure 3.4). Hysteresis is the energy lost between the loading and unloading of the tires and
shock absorbers. A synonym to roughness is unevenness, and an antonym is smoothness. A subcategory of this range between .5 and 5 m is sometimes referred to as shortwave unevenness.
The most common measurement of pavement roughness is the International Roughness Index
(IRI), which is based on how a driver perceives the roughness of a road. Technically, IRI is the
reference average rectified slope (RARS80) of a quarter-car simulation traveling at 80 km/h over
a measured surface profile, taken in the wheel tracks. The average rectified slope is the
displacement of a vehicle suspension over a given distance and is reported in units of m/km or
in/mile.
Applied Research Associates, Inc. conducted a study for the Ontario Ministry of Transportation
in 2007 that assessed the initial smoothness of both asphalt and Portland cement concrete (PCC)
pavements (38). The average initial IRI of the asphalt pavements assessed in the research was
0.83 m/km while the average IRI of the PCC pavements was 1.34 m/km. This showed that
asphalt pavements were initially smoother than PCC pavement structures.
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Mahoney et al.(39) recently conducted a study that assessed pavement smoothness over time
across Oregon and Washington State. The average HMA IRI for Oregon and Washington were
1.0 m/km and less than 1.0 m/km, respectively. For PCC, the average IRI for Oregon was 1.5
m/km while Washington had an average PCC IRI of 2.0. Additionally, the HMA pavements in
Oregon were older than the PCC pavements while still maintaining superior smoothness.
Hammarstrøm et al.(13) suggested that at 50 mph, increasing the IRI of a road from 60 in/mile to
120 in/mile would increase the rolling resistance by 6%. Schmidt and Ullidtz (40) also
quantified how changing the IRI influences fuel economy. They suggested that reducing the IRI
of a roadway by only 6% can reduce fuel consumption by between 1.8 to 2.7%. Du Plessis et al.
(12)showed that fuel economy could be increased by 20% for 1 ton trucks and buses under ideal
conditions by improving the roughness of a roadway from 20 to 200 Quarter-car Index. While
these conditions are extreme, the research suggests that road-surface properties on average can
increase fuel consumption by around 7%.

Other studies have suggested that driving on smoother pavements can increase fuel economy by
as much as 4–4.5% (20, 22, 40-42). However, since IRI is based on the response of a passenger
car suspension traveling on the profile and not the actual profile itself, researchers have noted
that it is challenging to directly relate IRI to rolling resistance, particularly for heavy commercial
vehicles.
Sandberg (19) investigated the effect of different scales of the surface roughness on the vehicle
energy consumption. The experiment was conducted using twenty different road surfaces, three
different speeds, and one type of car. The test speeds were 50, 60, and 70 km/h. The test vehicle
was a manual, four-speed Volvo 242. The project road surface wavelength ranged from 2 to
3500 mm. The experiment showed shortwave unevenness was the most important factor in
determining fuel consumption. It can cause up to 10% changes in the fuel consumption.
Macrotexture can affect fuel consumption by up to approximately 5%. At low speeds, evenness
and megatexture are the most influential profile scales on fuel consumption. At high speeds, the
evenness, megatexture, and macrotexture were all influential on fuel consumption. Sandberg also
notes that while road surface texture contributes to energy losses in tires and the suspension,
good macrotexture is needed to prevent hydroplaning.
Hammarstrøm et al.(13) also determined that increased the MPD of a pavement by 1 mm can
increase the rolling resistance by up to 17% at 30 mph. At 60 mph, the same increase in MPD
increases the rolling resistance by 30%. This would result in 5.1% and 9% decreases,
respectively, in fuel economy based solely on texture.
Since rolling resistance appears to be dominated by fairly large-scale parts of a pavement profile,
and friction is affected more by small-scale features (37), it may be possible to optimize a
surface spectrum that minimizes rolling resistance and maximizes friction. Not only does
maximizing the friction improve driver control of a vehicle, more friction will also keep the tire
surface from slipping against the road. Slippage against the road could actually decrease rolling
resistance because it would dissipate more energy. Hence, in some cases, friction and rolling
resistance could be inversely related.
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Therefore, a smoother road can decrease fuel consumption by decreasing the vibrations of the
tire and suspension. However, due to the dynamic effects of such resonance, the deflections and
energy losses will vary based on the scale of roughness, vehicle speed, and vehicle type.

Deflection of tire into
vehicle suspension

Large-scale pavement
profile

From Persson (37)
(2001)
Figure 3.4 Illustration of How Roughness on Different Scales Deforms the Tire (37)
3.1

Pavement Deformation

The pavement in contact with the tire will also deform and, therefore, dissipate some energy
during the interaction. Schmidt (43) concluded since energy is lost due to pavement deflection,
it is best to have stiffer pavement. He suggested that rolling resistance due to pavement
deflection accounts for only about 4% of total rolling resistance. However, other references also
concluded that the effect of pavement deflection on rolling resistance was even smaller (22, 41,
42). Pavements are much stiffer than tires (by about 2–3 orders of magnitude[44]) and vehicle
suspension components. Therefore, most deformation and energy loss is associated with the tire.
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For instance, modeling the tire-road interface as two springs in series (Figure 3.5), the effective
stiffness of the interface is dominated by the tire.

Figure 3.5 Two Springs in Series to Consider Tire and Pavement Contact
This is confirmed by an approximate calculation using typical bulk material properties and
information for a typical tire and asphalt pavement . Since the contact force on the tire and
pavement must be the same, the energy-loss ratio between the tire and the pavement is
proportional to deflection of each. Assuming that both the tire and pavement behave as linear
elastic elements (i.e., springs) results in the following relationship:
E tire
E pavement



 tire
 pavement



F / k1 k 2

F /k 2 k 1

(1)

where E is the energy loss,  is the deflection, F is the contact force, k1 is the stiffness of the tire,
and k2 is the stiffness of the pavement.
The stiffness of a standard reference tire (k1) is about 240 N/mm (3, 45). To approximate the
stiffness of the asphalt pavement (k2) it is assumed that it behaves as a compressed column of
material. The thickness of the column is taken as the thickness of a typical asphalt pavement for
heavy trafficking, or approximately 0.36 m. Then cross-sectional area of the column is
approximated as the contact area of a typical tire contact patch at 0.01 m2. Finally, a
conservatively small elastic modulus of asphalt at 1,000 N/mm2 is assumed, corresponding to
fairly high-temperature cases. Then the stiffness of the asphalt (k2) is predicted to be
approximately 28,100 N/mm. Using Eq. (1), the energy loss of the tire is approximately 117
times larger than the energy lost in the pavement. For commercial truck tires, stiffness values
range from approximately 750 to 1,050 N/mm (46). For this class of vehicles, the energy loss in
the tire is still 30 times more than that lost in the pavement.
This results in the pavement accounting for 0.85% of the rolling resistance energy loss, which
matches well with other works (22, 41, 42) that suggest this value may be around 1% (22, 41).
Since rolling resistance does not have a 1:1 relationship with fuel economy, the impact of
pavement deflection and stiffness on fuel economy appears to be minimal.
Perriot also examined the influence of pavement fuel consumption (42) using a viscoelastic
model for asphalt pavements and concluded that pavement deflections would only account for
0.005 to 0.5% of fuel consumption depending on the type of vehicle. As almost all research
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findings show, the rolling resistance is effectively independent of the pavement stiffness (4, 9-11,
14, 19, 20, 40).
4.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR MEASURING ROLLING RESISTANCE

Researchers have used many different methods to measure the rolling resistance of tires and
pavement combinations. They can be generally characterized into three basic methods: 1) bench
tests (laboratory), 2) vehicle-based methods, and 3) towed trailer methods.
Many studies that are primarily interested in tire and vehicle suspension effects on rolling
resistance prefer to use laboratory-controlled conditions. These studies are referred to as bench
tests and include equipment such as a falling weight deflectometer, vibration rigs, or
conventional tire test stands in which the tire is driven against a drum, or conveyor belt. A
common method for assessing operating parameters of tires and their influence on rolling
resistance is using a drum tire dynamometer (Figure 4.1). During free rolling (no torque) the
forces are measured at the tire hub. Since the test surface is curved, it is difficult to test actual
pavement profiles directly. DeRaad did attempt to measure the effect of the road profile on
rolling resistance by using a drum with different surface textures (10).

Figure 4.1 Drum Type Tire Test (http://jiurongwheel.com)

Since the road profiles cause a rolling tire to translate in the vertical direction, vertical
displacements can also be applied directly to a vehicle wheel to replicate this motion. This is
known as a hydraulic dynamic test (9) in which a wheel is vibrated to match a measured road
profile. The temperature change of the shock absorber was measured to determine the energy
lost in the suspension. This method is effective at measuring the portion of rolling resistance that
is due to deflection of the suspension rather than the actual tire carcass.
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Vehicle-based methods for rolling resistance use techniques such as fuel consumption
calculations, the coast-down method, and placing force transducers in the actual vehicle. Some
studies have used the measured fuel consumption of vehicles (9, 12, 14) to indirectly quantify
rolling resistance on pavements via calculations. A similar technique is the coast-down method
(9, 14, 47) in which either the vehicle speed is measured at regular intervals during coasting, the
total time or distance for the vehicle to stop is measured, or the change in velocity is measured
over a predetermined distance. Since rolling resistance is defined as the force required to keep a
tire rolling at a constant velocity, this force can also be measured directly. In some studies, a
dynamometer was attached to the hub of a non-driving front wheel of a car (9). Forces measured
in the x-, y-, and z-directions are then used to calculate rolling resistance. If the dynamometer is
placed on a driven tire, the force accelerating the car and opposing air drag and internal friction
must be removed from the calculation. Wheel torque, total relative air speed, and aerodynamic
yaw are then continuously measured. Wheel torque is divided by the drive wheel diameter to
determine the output force. The output force is then correlated with the relative air speed to
determine the rolling resistance. However, since other sources of energy loss such as air drag
and internal friction exist in a moving vehicle, it is difficult to isolate the portion that is due to
rolling resistance in all these vehicle-based tests.
Therefore, trailers have been devised to isolate the forces measured for rolling resistance from
the powertrain and to minimize air drag. Descornet (11) used this approach to quantify tire
rolling resistance using a trailer device that measured the deflection of a beam suspending the
tire (Figure 4.2). The coefficient of rolling resistance was determined from the deflection
angle,. For the comparison of the rolling resistance between different pavement types, it
appears the trailer method is the most feasible.

Figure 4.2 Force Balance Schematic of a Trailer Device Used to Measure Rolling
Resistance (11)
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5.

MAINTAINING SMOOTH PAVEMENTS

Most state highway agencies have smoothness requirements for asphalt and concrete pavements
during the construction process, requiring contractors to build pavements to some standard of
smoothness. Implementation of smoothness specifications was primarily motivated by the basic
perception that the driving public equates smoothness with pavement quality. Additional
roadway design and construction criteria could be developed to improve smoothness. Thus,
incentives for smooth construction could be repaid in fuel savings.
Since states require new pavements to have a certain smoothness, the real challenge to
developing a fuel-efficient pavement network would be maintaining the fuel efficiency of
pavement structures. Over time, both asphalt and concrete pavements develop distresses
throughout the entire pavement structure that affect both the roughness and textural components
of the surface layer. However, fully developing the concepts related to perpetual pavement
design would aid state agencies in maintaining smooth pavements.
Perpetual pavements have four primary design criteria (48, 49);
1. Perpetual pavements should have a wearing course life of 20 years.
2. Perpetual pavements should have a structural design life of 40 to 50 years.
3. Perpetual pavements use a mill and fill as their primary surface rehabilitation.
4. Perpetual pavements contain their distresses to the top few centimeters of the pavement
surface.
Since perpetual pavements are designed to resist bottom-up fatigue cracking, over time the stress
accumulation at the pavement surface leads to surface cracking. This would increase both the
textural and roughness measurements of the roadway; however, after a designated period of time,
this distressed pavement layer would be removed and replaced with a new smooth surface. This
surface would be placed on top of a distress-free, strong asphalt structure. In a sense, the
roughness and textural numbers would return to near that of the original pavement. If this design
philosophy were adopted, it would aid in the design, construction, and maintenance of
pavements, which could reduce vehicle rolling resistance.
6.

COST BENEFITS

While it will cost money to implement and maintain fuel-efficient pavements, there are noted
cost benefits in fuel and vehicle wear. A socio-economic study was conducted in Denmark (50)
to determine the true cost-benefit of reducing the rolling resistance of its pavement structures.
The study recommended Denmark require road IRI values to be below 0.9 m/km and have a
maximum profile depth of 0.6 mm. If these standards were implemented, approximately 99.8%
of the roads in the country would have to be rehabilitated. The cost of repaving 3,717 km of
roadways was estimated to be 3,474 million DKK ($637,463,862 US). However, it was
estimated the average fuel savings for pavements with controlled smoothness and texture would
save the country 3.3% on fuel costs. Over 15 years, the country would save almost $3.78 billion
dollars, including the rehabilitation costs.
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A comprehensive cost-benefit analysis is needed to fully understand the impact smoother
pavements with better texture would have on the United States economy. While statistics show
the US consumed approximately 143 billion gallons of gasoline and 32 billion gallons of diesel
fuel in 2009 (51), researchers and economists cannot quantify how much fuel efficiency can be
improved based on pavement properties until the current condition of US roadways is assessed.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

This work summarizes more than two dozen references on tire rolling resistance and the effect of
pavement. The key parameters of the pavement that affect rolling resistance have been
identified. Pavement roughness and texture are very influential characteristics, with large-scale
roughness being the most important. Further research is needed to optimize pavement texture for
rolling resistance without sacrificing friction/safety. Stiffness of the road does not appear to have
a significant effect on the rolling resistance or fuel economy of vehicles. Rolling resistance of a
tire on concrete or asphalt pavements with the same profile or texture should be practically
identical. The literature suggests that improvements in pavement roughness could directly
improve fuel efficiency by approximately 2-6%. Of course, tire rolling resistance is also
dependent on factors such as tire type, inflation pressure, temperature, weather conditions, speed,
and more. Fuel efficiency will, therefore, be influenced by all these factors in addition to other
losses not related to tire rolling resistance, such as aerodynamic drag, engine friction, etc...
8.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results in this report, there is only superficial qualitative understanding of the
relationship between pavement properties and rolling resistance. Therefore, additional studies on
rolling resistance under controlled conditions while monitoring all the influential parameters is
suggested. Several plausible methods for measuring rolling resistance were identified. For
further research of the effects of pavement characteristics on rolling resistance, an isolated trailer
containing a rolling tire appears to be the best option. This trailer would consist of a force
transducer connecting a weighted rolling tire and a covered trailer that aerodynamically isolates
the tire. Data would be recorded in real time either to a computer in the towing vehicle or via a
wireless connection to a nearby stationary computer. This trailer could then be pulled over
various asphalt and pavement types at different speeds and loads (previous works do not appear
to thoroughly investigate the effect of tire load). The surface profiles of the pavements would be
characterized using several different methods, including the traditional IRI method and spectral
methods. Different types of tires and inflation pressures could also be investigated on different
pavements, as it is believed that stiffer tires will be influenced less by the pavement roughness.
Pavement texture, roughness, and stiffness would be measured using the inertial profilers and
falling weight deflectometers to fully capture the pavement properties that may affect rolling
resistance and fuel economy. Since these pavement measurements are routinely measured on the
wide variety of asphalt test pavements on the NCAT Pavement Test Track, it is well suited for
rolling resistance experiments. Additional pavements should be included in the experimental
plan so that the research includes a complete range of pavement types and surface conditions.
These pavements should come from the four different climatic regions of the country.
Additionally, the rolling resistance of each pavement should be quantified seasonally to
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determine how pavement temperature, ambient air temperature, and humidity also impact vehicle
fuel economy.
It is also recommended that a full socioeconomic analysis be conducted for the United States to
determine the costs and benefits of using pavements with less rolling resistance. This research
will need to assess the current state of the US roadways in terms of smoothness and texture.
What are appropriate smoothness and textural thresholds for maintaining appropriate rolling
resistance? How much will it cost to rehabilitate and maintain these conditions? How much fuel
will be saved based on these changes to the highway infrastructure? This study can also be used
to assess how the carbon footprint of the transportation sector could change given the reduction
in fuel usage and increase in construction maintenance.
9.
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